
15 September 1967

Lakehead Amateur Radio Club

The September meeting was held in the Civil Defence Building on Waterloo
Street, with President Doc Tarnow - 3C3FSE in the Chair. There were 15 members
and friends present.

The roll call was first on the agenda, followed by the reading of the
minutes of the June meeting.

A proposed layout of the coming monthly activities for the Club was
outlined by the President, and it looks as though we shall have a most
interesting year.

A report was heard from Bill Roberts - VE3ARN, Search and Rescue Patrol
Commander, on the exercise that was held on 10 September. This exercise was
held by the Club to check out the Club transceiver. Results were very
satisfactory, and are recorded separately. The Secretary Treasurer has been
asked to write the Search and Rescue giving them the results. (No record of
this report was found with the original of these minutes. Jim VE3UA)

The renewal notice for QST was noted and deferred to a future meeting when
Club funds are healthy.

A request has been received from Bill Hardie - 3C3EFX for a number of
copies of the Lakehead Amateur Radio Club Manual. There are about 11 copies
left, and it was decided to retain them and print up additional copies. The
master stencils are still here and in good shape. Bill Klemacki - 3C3EEW will
most likely report on this later.

Two manuals were sold (at)this meeting.

A letter is to be sent to the new EMO chief re a possible visit by him to
one of our meetings.

A couple of books on TVI were shown by the President. These had been given
to the Club by the RSO.

A letter is to be sent to Mr. Paul Werk asking for the return of the VE3ZCD
gear, or possibly SSB gear as replacement.

A mobile mike has been donated to the Club by Bill Klemacki - 3C3EEW, a
speaker by Robert Browning - 3C3EEM, 200 ft of rope for the antenna by Robert
Browning - 3C3EEM, and all of the work needed to complete the HW-12A by Bill
Klemacki - 3C3EEW, Doc Tarnow - 3C3FSE and Robert Browning - 3C3EEM and
technical assistance by Bill Roberts - 3C3ARN. Bill's mobile whip has also
been loaned to the Club until such time as one is purchased.

Following the meeting, a talk was given by Bill Roberts - 3C3ARN on the
Ontario Hydro means of communication over power lines with a demonstration on
the tuning of their wave traps. Many goodies were of display, such as
electronic counter, VTVM and Signal Generator. Nice job Bill.

Signed:

 Robert Browning - 3C3EEM
Secretary Treasurer
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